Correspondence between Fletcher and Denis Saurat (Institute du Royaume Uni) concerning the influence of the Cabala (1933); committee on problems of American culture and civilization; congratulatory letters on publication of Milton studies; correspondence between Fletcher and J. Milton French (Rutgers) regarding French's *Life Records of John Milton* (1949-50); H.S. Bennett (1952-55); University of Illinois news release on completion of the Milton collection (1953); Honors Day program (1961); notice regarding University of Illinois Library exhibit in honor of Fletcher (1961); bibliography (1961); *Journal of English and Germanic Philology* reprint on Fletcher by Marvin T. Herrick; "Quality in Higher Education"; *Illinois Alumni News* article on Fletcher (March 1961); honorary degree (1961); birthday greetings (1962-63); Hinman Collater (1940-47).

Awards and Honors, University Teaching, Research Material, and Class Records
Vita, ca. 1966
Phi Kappa Phi, 1943
Brown Derby - Sigma Delta Chi, 1958
Milton Society, 1961-63
Phi Beta Kappa, 1958-62
Pulitzer Prize Fiction Jury, 1953-54
Clippings, 1926-30, 1946-61
Autographed Photograph of Thomas A. Clark (for correspondence, see 1931).
Committee on the Humanities, 1945, 1951-52
University of Illinois Bulletin - "Future Programs"; correspondence and reports regarding improvements in the humanities; Fletcher's suggestions.
John Hay Whitney Foundation, 1960-61
post-retirement positions offered Fletcher.
Michigan State Normal College, - Commencement, 1954
Fletcher's address - "The Teacher in Today's World."
Buxton Bible Photographic Plate, 1929
Buxton Bible plate in Hebrew (1620), used in Fletcher's Milton's Rabbinical
Readings.
Honorary Degrees, Membership Awards, 1932-62
Reprints, 1930-61
articles on the University of Illinois Library.
Die Vitae Vergilliana (Diehl), 1945
book, notes and correspondence
Lycidas Research Notes, 1956
Class Record Books, 1927-61

Box 3: The Intellectual Development of John Milton

Volume 1, 1956 - typed copy for chapters 3-10, editor's notes and page proofs for pp. 1-470
Volume 2, 1961 - two typewritten drafts.

Box 4: The Intellectual Development of John Milton

Volume 2 - editor's notes, author's and master galley proofs.

Box 5: The Intellectual Development of John Milton

Volume 2 - page proofs.

For Printed volumes, see record group 38, University Press.

Box 6:

Bibliography of Fletcher Publications, 1961
Articles by Fletcher, 1927-61
journals, reprints and manuscripts.
Book Reviews by Fletcher, 1932-62, 1970
reprints and manuscripts.
Reviews of Fletcher Publications, 1929-62 (reprints)
Manuscripts of Speeches and Reports, 1941
University of Illinois educational structure; the collection of rare books; "Why Teach
English?"
Presidential Address, Phi Beta Kappa
Lectures, Speeches, 1936, 1962
Milton Manuscripts: "Letters to an Unknown Friend", Cambridge University
Olivet College Library, 1965
Survey, Gifts
Notes for a talk to a group of bibliophiles in the Rare Book Room,
December 14, 1970.
Box 7:

Bibliographic Notes on Milton
Clippings of Book Reviews, 1933-35
Correspondence, 1933, 1935-39, 1941-45, 1952
Course Syllabus, 1938, 1941